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The Formation of Contract 2016

der band dokumentiert eine deutsch spanische fachtagung uber moderne entwicklungen im recht des
vertragsschlusses

Vollharmonisierung und Europ�isches Privatrecht 2013-07-31

in einer phase in der sich die wissenschaftliche und politische aufmerksamkeit auf einen wettbewerb der
verschiedenen privatrechtskodifikationen der mitgliedstaaten richten und dar�ber hinaus ein vertikaler
wettbewerb nationaler kodizes im verh�ltnis zu europ�ischen und supranationalen regelwerken anklingt
erscheinen vollharmonisierende richtlinien eher als r�ckschritt f�r die fortentwicklung des europ�ischen
privatrechts die vorliegende arbeit will versuchen auszuloten was das konzept der vollharmonisierung im
privatrecht tats�chlich zu leisten im stande ist trotz des aktuellen eindrucks schwer lastender
kritikverdient die voll harmonisierung als durchaus traditionsreiche methode der rechtsangleichung eine
unvoreingenommene untersuchung ihrer wirkweise ihrer implikationen und ihrer praxistauglichkeit

Commentaries on European Contract Laws 2018-07-13

the book provides rule by rule commentaries on european contract law general contract law consumer
contract law the law of sale and related services dealing with its modern manifestations as well as its
historical and comparative foundations after the collapse of the european commission s plans to codify
european contract law it is timely to reflect on what has been achieved over the past three to four
decades and for an assessment of the current situation in particular the production of a bewildering
number of reference texts has contributed to a complex picture of european contract laws rather than a
european contract law the present book adopts a broad perspective and an integrative approach all
relevant reference texts from the cisg to the draft common european sales law are critically examined
and compared with each other as far as the acquis commun ie the traditional private law as laid down in
the national codifications is concerned the principles of european contract law have been chosen as a
point of departure the rules contained in that document have however been complemented with some
chapters sections and individual provisions drawn from other sources primarily in order to account for
the quickly growing acquis communautaire in the field of consumer contract law in addition the book ties
the discussion concerning the reference texts back to the pertinent historical and comparative background
and it thus investigates whether and to what extent these texts can be taken to be genuinely european in
nature ie to constitute a manifestation of a common core of european contract law where this is not the
case the question is asked whether and for what reasons they should be seen as points of departure for
the further development of european contract law

Financial Services, Financial Crisis and General European Contract
Law 2011-01-01

speculation is rife on the origins of the worldwide financial crisis of 2008 with a preponderance focusing
on alleged shortcomings in corporate governance this book offers a distinct yet complementary
perspective that the most useful path to follow if we want to understand what happened and forestall
its happening again is through an analysis of contract relationships specifically banking contracts
entered into in the financial services sector considered under the rubric of contract law rather than
company law because banking is the area of european contract law which is most thoroughly developed
banking contracts can be seen as paradigmatic of typical assumptions and shortcomings often examined in
the more general debate on contract law and indeed the very thoroughness of european banking contract



law makes it a promising ground on which to build effective preventive measures in this book thirteen noted
scholars recognizing that modern contract law must take into account global markets and risks
consider banking contracts within networks and within mass transactions always attending to the long
term relationships that characterize financial services contracts they focus on such cross sector issues
as the following rule setting and the question of who should best regulate and at which level networks
of contracts as the backbone of a market economy the complex interplay between market regulation and
traditional contract law avoiding erroneous assumptions about the future development of prices the
passing on of the risk via securitization rating relationships affected by conflicts of interests
remuneration problems core duties of information and advice in an agency relationship in services fiduciary
duties of loyalty and care types of clients and level of protection differentiation in information
available on various markets and the question of enforcement

Towards a European Contract Law 2011-08-29

for some western european legal systems the principle of good faith has proved central to the
development of their law of contracts while in others it has been marginalized or even rejected this book
starts by surveying the use or neglect of good faith in these legal systems and explaining its historical
origins the central part of the book takes thirty situations which would in some legal systems attract
the application of good faith analyses them according to fifteen national legal systems and assesses the
practical significance of both the principle of good faith and its relationship to other contractual and
non contractual doctrines and forms of regulation in each situation the book concludes by explaining
how european lawyers whether from a civil or common law background may need to come to terms with
the principle of good faith this was the first completed project of the common core of european private
law launched at the university of trento

Good Faith in European Contract Law 2000-06-08

this comprehensive handbook offers a thoughtful survey of contract theories issues and cases in order
to reassess the field s present vision of contract law it engages a critical search for the fault lines
which cross traditions of thought and globalized landscapes comparative contract law is built around
four main groups of insights including the genealogies of contractual theoretical thinking the
contentious relationship between private governance and normative regulations the competing styles
used to stage contract law and the concurring opinions expressed within the domain of other disciplines
such as literature and political theory the chapters in the book tease out the tensions between a global
context and local frameworks as well as the movable thresholds between canonical expressions and
heterodox constructions

Comparative Contract Law 2017-04-28

the recent financial crisis has questioned whether existing contracts may be adapted terminated or
renegotiated as a result of unexpected circumstances the question is not a new one in medieval times the
notion of clausula rebus sic stantibus was developed to cope with such situations and germany
introduced the theory of wegfall der gesch�ftsgrundlage in england the coronation cases provided one
possible answer this comparative study explores the possibility of classifying jurisdictions as open or
closed in this regard



Unexpected Circumstances in European Contract Law 2011-03-03

this is the second edition of the widely acclaimed and successful casebook on contract in the ius commune
series developed to be used throughout europe and aimed at those who teach learn or practise law with
a comparative or european perspective the book contains leading cases legislation and other materials
from the legal traditions within europe with a focus on english french and german law as the main
representatives of those traditions the book contains the basic texts and contrasting cases as well as
extracts from the various international restatements the vienna sales convention the unidroit principles
of international commercial contracts the principles of european contract law the draft common frame
of reference and so on materials are chosen and ordered so as to foster comparative study and
complemented with annotations and comparative overviews prepared by a multinational team the whole
casebook is in english the principal subjects covered in this book include general including the distinctions
between contract and property tort and restitution formation validity interpretation and contents
remedies supervening events and third parties please click on the link below to visit the series website
casebooks eu contractlaw

Contract Law 2010-11-09

this collection of essays reflects both the diversity of the group s work and the common thread that
runs through it the core claim here is that the dcfr despite the commission s characterization of its
proposals as purely technical cannot escape politics the intent is to critically identify and evaluate the
model of social justice underlying the dcfr

The Politics of the Draft Common Frame of Reference 2009-01-01

familien erb und sachenrecht befinden sich zunehmend in einem spannungsfeld zwischen nationalem recht und
unionsrecht eine l�sung die m�glichst schonend mit historischen und kulturellen traditionen der eu
mitgliedstaaten umgeht ist die differenzierte integration dar�ber diskutieren die autoren in diesem band

Europ�isches Privatrecht in Vielfalt geeint - Droit priv� europ�en:
l'unit� dans la diversit� 2011-06-30

this title was first published in 2003 this volume contains essays by prominent commentators on topics
in commercial law it addresses the increasing harmonization of international commercial law and the
essays demonstrate different methodologies used in analysing commercial law such as economic and
jurisprudential approaches

The Creation and Interpretation of Commercial Law 2022-03-21

notwithstanding recent increases in the scope for judicial cooperation and dialogue between european
courts little research has been undertaken into the impact of the jurisprudence of the european court of
justice and the dialogue that arises therefrom in national legal systems between courts and regulators
this coherent collection of original chapters provides unique insights into these developments with a
particular focus on consumer law from a broad range of stakeholders including academics and judges
from the eu and the us



Judicial Cooperation in European Private Law 2017-05-26

the states of central and eastern europe have to different extents and with varying levels of success
engaged in the transition from authoritarian rule the re construction of democratic law based
governance has turned out to be a lengthy and at times frustrating process the agenda for post
communist reform contains many entries yet a transition blue print is not available the papers collected
in this volume explore the implications of the transition process in various areas while not all aspects
of post communist law are covered several crucial issues receive an in depth treatment these are the
development of supra governmental systems the procuracy minority rights contract law land ownership
and industrial property rights displaying remarkable scholarly as well as practical legal expertise the
various contributors to this volume illustrate the problems in and the potential of these policy areas

Law in Transition 2021-10-25

in october 2011 the european commission introduced its proposal for a regulation on a common european
sales law cesl which covers inter alia international business sales a subject already regulated by the
convention of international sale of goods cisg which was ratified by 78 member states how does this new
proposal fit the existing uniform sales law how have other regions of the world managed the coexistence
of global and regional sales law unification what can europe learn from the u s experience concerning the
cisg and the uniform commercial code what can we learn from the african ohada which made cisg more or
less the internal law of 17 african states what from australia where cisg and common law exist
alongside all these questions are intensely discussed in this highly recommendable book written by
renowned authors like larry dimatteo harry flechtner franco ferrari robert koch ulrich magnus and bruno
zeller

CISG vs. Regional Sales Law Unification 2012-08-31

there remains an urgent need for a deeper discussion of the theoretical political and federal dimensions of
the european codification project while much valuable work has already been undertaken the chapters in
this volume take as their starting point the proposition that further reflection and critical thought
will enhance the quality and efficacy of the on going work of the various codification bodies the volume
contains chapters by representatives of the common frame of reference the study group and the acquis
group as well as by those who have not been involved in particular projects but who have previously
commented more distantly on their work for instance those belonging to the trento group and the social
justice group the chapters between them represent the most comprehensive attempt so far to survey the
state of the codification project its theoretical political and federal foundations and the future
prospects for enforcement and compliance

The Foundations of European Private Law 2011-09-19

this book provides an introduction to the laws of the middle east defining the contours of a field of
study that deserves to be called middle eastern law it introduces middle eastern law as a reflection of
legal styles many of which are shared by islamic law and the laws of christian and jewish near eastern
communities it offers a detailed survey of the foundations of middle eastern law using court archives and
an array of legal sources from the earliest records of hammurabi to the massive compendia of law in the
islamic classical age through to the latest decisions of middle eastern high courts it focuses on the way
legislators and courts conceive of law and apply it in the middle east it builds on the author s extensive
legal practice with the aim of introducing the middle eastern law s main sources and concepts in a manner
accessible to non specialist legal scholars and practitioners alike the book begins with an exploration of



the depth and variety of middle eastern law introducing the concepts of shari a fiqh and qanun which all
mean law and dwelling on islamic law as the common law of the middle east it provides a historical
introduction to the contemporary middle east exploring political systems constitutional law judicial
review the laws of tort and obligations commercial law including islamic banking company law capital
markets and commercial arbitration and examines legislative reform in family law and the position of
women in the legal system the author considers the interaction between islamic and western laws and
includes a bibliography designed for further research into the jurisdictions and themes explored
throughout the book

Introduction to Middle Eastern Law 2007-07-12

the 1980 un convention on contracts for the international sale of goods cisg unifies the law governing
the rights and obligations arising from a contract for the international sale of goods for the seller and
the buyer the cisg entered into force on 1 january 1988 the current number of 62 contracting states
representing two thirds of the world trade shows the relevance of this convention moreover the
international chamber of commerce icc has published a model for an international sales contract that
presupposes the application of the convention since no supranational court exists to safeguard a
uniform interpretation of its provisions the case law from different states on the basis of the cisg needs
to be compared one of the main obligations for the seller under the convention is to deliver goods which
are in conformity with the contract art 35 cisg with respect to this particular obligation a number of
questions have arisen for example do the goods delivered need to comply with any public law
requirements in the country where the goods will be used when and how does a buyer have to give notice
to the seller of any lack of conformity is any fault on the part of the seller required for a buyer to be
able to rely on this provision who bears the burden of proof can a buyer rely on any concurrent claims
based on national law alongside his claim based on lack of conformity this book contains an analysis of
the case law that has been established on the basis of the cisg concerning the aforementioned questions
special attention has been paid to court decisions in austria belgium france germany the netherlands and
switzerland as well as to arbitral awards by the icc court of arbitration in this respect the role of the
unidroit principles of international commercial contracts in the interpretation of the cisg has also been
analysed the book provides a unique combination because it contains both an analysis of the issue of non
conformity as such and an overview of the recent case law on this topic as well as recommendations for
international commercial practice therefore this book will be of interest to both academics and legal
practitioners

(Non-)conformity in the 1980 UN Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods 2004

the european community ec has embarked on an ambitious legislative program for the new economy in
european community law for the new economy professor lucas bergkamp analyzes the ec s current and
proposed new economy legislation the new economy according to bergkamp is not only the internet the
information society and biotechnology but also a different kind of old economy a different kind of
corporate governance and a different kind of government accordingly in addition to the ec e commerce
data protection and biotechnology legislation this book discusses also the grand principles of ec policy
making such as sustainable development and the precautionary principle the theory of corporate social
responsibility and ec government reform with its wide ranging insightful and engaging analyses and devoid
of obliquity ec law for the new economy is a unique publication this book must be read by everybody who
wants to gain a deeper understanding of the effects of ec legislation the root causes of regulatory
failures and possible solutions to these problems it is of interest to lawyers politicians policy makers
government officials political scientists advanced students and autodidacts lucas bergkamp is a lawyer



at the brussels bar and professor of international liability law erasmus university rotterdam the
netherlands

European Community Law for the New Economy 2003

the book analyzes the most relevant developments in the relation between contracts and technology
from automatically concluded contracts to today s revolutionary smart contracts developed
through blockchain which are beginning to and will increasingly disrupt many economic and social
relations first of all the author offers a broad analysis of the peculiarities and evolution of the
relation between contracts and technology the main features and elements of electronic contracts are
then examined in depth to highlight the specific rules applicable to them in the international comparative
legal framework in turn the book provides a detailed explanation of the technology economic and social
dynamics and legal issues concerning blockchain and smart contracts the analysis focuses on the
question of the legal nature of smart contracts the issues posed by their development and the first legal
solutions adopted in some countries the comparative approach pursued makes it possible to focus
attention on the first solutions adopted until now in various systems with particular regard to the
circulation of models and ideas and to the specificities of their local variations in terms of e g applicable
law and jurisdiction in reviewing the characteristics of distributed ledger technologies and in particular
of the blockchain technology on which smart contracts are based above all the peculiarities of the
latter are taken into consideration especially automatic execution and resistance to tampering which
simultaneously present significant opportunities and complex legal issues a comprehensive framework is
then provided to reconcile smart contracts with comparative contract law in order to define the scope
and specificities of their binding force legal effectiveness and regulation in various legal systems lastly
with specific reference to the elements pathologies and contractual remedies for smart contracts the
book examines the peculiarities of their application and the main issues that emerge in comparative
contract law in order to promote their harmonized use in keeping with the transnational nature of such a
revolutionary tool

Smart Contracts and Comparative Law 2021-12-08

global insurance and its rapidly evolving law and regulation demands international research to this aim
the handbook offers a truly international collection of essays highly renowned experts analyze the key
topics currently under international discussion and development while representing a diversity of
national jurisdictions the focus lies on the largest insurance jurisdictions usa uk and germany but newly
important jurisdictions like brazil and china are considered as well a most valuable and important
contribution to international insurance law literature manfred wandt director of the insurance law
institute goethe university frankfurt germany this research handbook is published at an opportune time a
global review of insurance law and regulation is underway much reform happens locally with little
reference to developments elsewhere and this research handbook brings the strands together it is a
comprehensive review by distinguished authors from different backgrounds including both leading academics
and practitioners they consider the definitions of insurance its economic underpinnings comparative law
and regulations actual and proposed reforms the effects on underwriting and claims and how insurance is
studied and taught good laws and regulation benefit the market and its customers bad laws and
regulation do the opposite this book is required reading for all involved in the reform process david
hertzell law commissioner globalisation has had no greater impact in the commercial world than on
insurance the law which governs it and the risks it seeks to address those who inspired this publication
and the contributing authors are to be thanked for providing such a necessary and useful reference source
it covers so much of what insurance professionals need to be aware of in the insurance law world of the
twenty first century michael gill president of the international insurance law association given its
economic importance insurance is a field that has been underserved as an area of academic study this



detailed book provides much needed coverage of insurance law and regulation in its international context
produced in association with lloyd s it draws on the expertise both of academics and practising lawyers
containing 30 comprehensive chapters it provides in depth studies on key areas such as the role of
international organisations the judicial interpretation of insurance contract clauses and transnational
regulatory recognition it also provides thorough introductions to important jurisdictions including the
eu us and japan as well as focusing on newly emerging economies such as china and brazil specialist topics
covered include regulation by and of lloyd s the tort of bad faith in the us microinsurance and takaful
insurance this well documented resource will appeal to academics and students in insurance law and
regulation policymakers and private practice lawyers the book also aims to stretch the imagination of
anyone with an interest in insurance law and regulation providing detailed analysis and avenues for
further investigation

Research Handbook on International Insurance Law and Regulation
2012

explores a fundamental building block of roman life

Obligations in Roman Law 2012

this is the first book to comprehensively analyze the work of hans micklitz one of the leading scholars in
the field of eu economic law it brings together analysts academic friends and critics of hans micklitz and
results in a unique collection of essays that evaluate his work on european economic law and
regulation the contributions discuss a wide range of micklitz work from his theoretical work on private
law beyond party autonomy with a special focus on its regulatory function to the illustration of how
his work has built the basis for current solutions such as used in solving the financial crisis the book is
divided into sections covering foundations of private law regulatory law competition and intellectual
property law product safety law consumer contract law and the enforcement of law this book clearly
shows the enormous impact of hans micklitz work on the eu legal system in both scholarship and practice

Varieties of European Economic Law and Regulation 2014-07-16

this collection of essays by well known specialists in e commerce and internet law drawn from both
academe and practice analyses recent crucial legislation which has created for the first time a legal
regime governing european electronic commerce the central focus is on the european electronic commerce
directive and its implementation in the uk since august 2002 the e commerce directive develops a
distinctive european strategy for regulating and promoting on line business and the information society
areas of the directive analysed include contracting on line internet service provider liability consumer
privacy including spam and cookies country of origin regulation and on line alternative dispute
resolution odr further chapters move beyond the directive to discuss other important new laws in this
domain including the privacy and electronic communications directive the distance selling directives the
electronic money directive the lawful business regulations on employee surveillance the disability
discrimination rules affecting websites and the extension of vat to on line transactions both the
european framework and the rules as implemented in the uk are examined and critiqued for how well they
meet the needs of business and consumers

The New Legal Framework for E-Commerce in Europe 2005-12-19

this volume of the aida europe research series on insurance law and regulation explores the key trends in



insurtech and the potential legal and regulatory issues that accompany them there is a proliferation of
ideas and concepts within insurtech that will fundamentally change the market in the next few years
these innovations have the potential to change the way the insurance industry works and alter the
relationships between customers and insurers resulting in insurance products that are more closely
aligned to individual preferences and priced more appropriately to the risk increasing use of technology in
the insurance sector is having both a disruptive and transformative impact on areas including product
development distribution modelling underwriting and claims and administration practice the result is a new
industry known as insurtech but while the insurance market looks to technology for greater efficiency
regulators are beginning to raise concerns about managing potential risks the first part of the book
examines technological innovations relevant for insurance such as fintech insurtech sharing economy and
the internet of things the second part then gathers contributions on insurance contract law in a
digitalized world while the third part focuses on cyber insurance and robots last but not least the
fourth part of the book discusses legal and ethical questions regarding autonomous vehicles and
transportation including the shipping industry as well as their impact on the insurance sector and civil
liability written by legal scholars and practitioners the book offers international comparative and
european perspectives the chapters fintech insurtech and the regulators by viktoria chatzara smart
contracts in insurance a law and futurology perspective by angelo borselli and room for compulsory
product liability insurance in the european union for smart robots by aysegul bugra are available open
access under a cc by 4 0 license at link springer com all three open access chapters were funded by bipar

InsurTech: A Legal and Regulatory View 2019-12-05

a critical overview of the europeanisation of private law at a watershed moment a point of punctuated
equilibrium

The Transformation of European Private Law 2013-10-24

while the internationalisation of society has stimulated the emergence of common legal frameworks to
coordinate transnational social relations private law itself is firmly rooted in national law european
integration processes have altered this state of affairs to a limited degree with a few albeit
groundbreaking interventions that have tended to engender resistance from various actors within
european nation states against that background this book takes as its point of departure the need to
understand the process of legal denationalisation within broader political frameworks in particular it
seeks to make sense of opposition to europeanisation at this point in the evolution of european law when
despite growing nationalist attitudes great efforts have been made to produce comprehensive legal
instruments to synthesise general contract law an area that has traditionally been solely within the
ambit of nation states combining insights from the disciplines of law history and political science the
book investigates the conceptual and cultural associations between law and the nation state examines
the impact of nationalist ideas in modern legal thought and reveals the nationalist underpinnings of some
of the arguments employed against and somewhat paradoxically even in support of legal europeanisation
the author s research for this book has been supported by the hague institute for the internationalisation
of law

Nationalism and Private Law in Europe 2014-12-01

der vorliegende band enth�lt eine gesamtdarstellung des europ�ischen vertragsrechts er nimmt vor allem
die perspektive des unionsrechts ein und analysiert die vertragsrechtsrelevanten aspekte des prim�r und
sekund�rrechts gleichzeitig geht die darstellung auf die umsetzung in den mitgliedstaatlichen
rechtsordnungen ein das ipr wird ebenso umfassend behandelt wie die speziellen methodenfragen des



europ�ischen privatrechts

Europ�isches Vertragsrecht 2021-04-06

with the rise of international trade and innovation there has been an increase in cross border trade secret
violations using common trade secret scenarios as a springboard for analysis the book questions
whether eu private international law rules can be interpreted to facilitate the objective of the eu trade
secret directive and in doing so provides a detailed examination of both regimes

Cross-Border Trade Secret Disputes in the European Union
2023-10-06

this book explores how business people and their legal advisers try to minimise the effect of the
difficulties imposed by different cultures

Rules and Networks 2001-12-31

the draft uncitral digest and beyond is one of the most useful single volumes available on the cisg it
includes the full text of the draft uncitral digest which catalogues the cases and arbitral awards to
date that have interpreted and applied the cisg on an article by article basis the digest and beyond
includes also commentary by eminent cisg scholars that addresses issues not yet considered in the cases
with more than 1000 decisions applying the cisg in courts and arbitral tribunals around the world the
uncitral secretariat charged five cisg experts from a variety of regions with the task of creating a
digest of cisg case law the digest and beyond includes the draft uncitral digest even before it is released
officially by uncitral it also goes where the authors of the digest were not allowed to go given the
narrow mandate within which the drafters were asked to work its chapters build upon the work of the
uncitral digest the digest describes the reasoning and results of existing cisg cases in the digest and
beyond the digest authors analyze those cases and discuss issues that have not yet arisen in the case
law thus in many ways the digest and beyond provides scholarship that can direct future cases in areas
that have not yet been considered by courts and arbitrators as well as in areas in which contradictory
court decisions exist

The Draft UNCITRAL Digest and Beyond 2009-04-27

contracts for the international sale of goods provides an examination of the united nations convention
on contracts for the international sale of goods cisg extensively referenced this volume focuses on
three fundamental issues which due to added attention from courts and arbitral tribunals are considered
typical of cisg related disputes these include the exact determination of the cisg s sphere of application
issues relating to the non conformity of delivered goods and the determination of the rate of interest on
sums in arrears this analysis will also help readers understand the broader context in which these issues
are embedded and ultimately illustrates how the cisg is interpreted and applied in different jurisdictions a
special course adoption price is available for an order of six or more copies from a university bookstore
contact cs brillusa com or sales brill com

Contracts for the International Sale of Goods 2011-12-23

since fall 2006 a new revised edition of unidroit principles in practice featuring approximately 120 130
cases the unidroit principles of international commercial contacts published in 1994 were an entirely new



approach to international contract law prepared by a group of eminent experts from around the world
as a restatement of international commercial contract law the principles are not a binding instrument
but are referred to in many legal matters they are widely recognized now as a balanced set of rules
designed for use throughout the world irrespective of the legal traditions and the economic and political
conditions of the countries in which they are applied

The UNIDROIT Principles in Practice 2006-09-01

legal challenges in the new digital age addresses a wide range of legal issues related to emerging
technologies these technologies pose prominent legal challenges in particular how to wedge new
phenomena into old frameworks whether we can and should delegate responsibilities to technologies and
how to cope with newly created powers of manipulation edited by ana mercedes lopez rodriguez michael d
green and maria lubomira kubica the book s sixteen chapters are written by highly qualified international
practitioners and academics from different jurisdictions familiarity with the intricacies of emerging
technologies is essential for judges practitioners legal staff business people and scholars this book s
combination of highly thought provoking topics and in depth analysis will prove indispensable to all
interested parties

Legal Challenges in the New Digital Age 2021-02-01

this four volume set maps the emerging european family law it is intended to serve as a resource for
anyone interested in this area of law as well as a basis for teaching on comparative and international
family law courses the first volume examines t

European Family Law Volume III 2016-01-29

european union law and private international law both attempt to resolve a conflict of laws there is
however a certain tension between the two disciplines the present book proposes suggestions to enhance
their mutual understanding

Religion Past & Present 2007

according to some commentators forum shopping is an evil that must be eradicated it has been suggested
that the unification of substantive law through international conventions constitutes one way to
achieve this outcome this book shows that the drafting of uniform substantive law convention cannot
prevent forum shopping the reasons are classified into two main categories convention extrinsic and
convention intrinsic reasons the former category comprises those reasons upon which uniform substantive
law conventions do not have an impact at all these reasons range from the costs of access to justice
to the bias of potential adjudicators to the enforceability of judgments the convention intrinsic reasons
on the other hand are reasons that relate to the nature and design of uniform substantive law
conventions and include their limited substantive and international spheres of application as well as their
limited scope of application the need to provide for reservations etc this book also focuses on another
reason why forum shopping cannot be overcome the impossibility of ensuring uniform applications and
interpretations of the various uniform substantive law conventions

EU Law and Private International Law 2011-11-25

few scholars have contributed more to this new and important view of conflict of laws than professor



friedrich k juenger of the university of california davis in this festschrift in his honor leading scholars
from north america and europe bring their vision and expertise to bear on this core issue of private
international law reflecting the multiple facets of a fundamental doctrine as it adapts to new and
unprecedented global realities published under the transnational publishers imprint

Forum Shopping Despite Unification of Law 2021-08-16

International Conflict of Laws for the Third Millennium: Essays in
Honor of Friedrich K. Juenger 2021-11-22

Principles of International Trade Law as a Monistic System 2003
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